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Let P be a finite partial order which does not contain an induced subposet
isomorphic with 3+1, and let G be the incomparability graph of P. Gasharov has
shown that the chromatic symmetric function XG has nonnegative coefficients
when expanded in terms of Schur functions; his proof uses the dual JacobiTrudi
identity and a sign-reversing involution to interpret these coefficients as numbers of
P-tableau. This suggests the possibility of a direct bijective proof of this result,
generalizing the RobinsonSchensted correspondence. We provide such an algo-
rithm here under the additional hypothesis that P does not contain an induced sub-
poset isomorphic with [x>a<b<c>y].  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
An apt subtitle for this paper would be ‘‘a long complicated argument for
a special case of a more general theorem which has a short elegant proof.’’
As such, we must not only present our result clearly, but also explain why
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‘‘doing it the hard way’’ is interesting. First, we present the background
material.
In [7], Stanley introduces the chromatic symmetric function XG(x) of a
(finite, simple, undirected) graph G=(V, E ), defined as follows. Let x :=
[x1 , x2 , ...] be independent commuting indeterminates over Q, and for a
function f : V  P let x f :=>v # V xf (v) . Finally, XG(x) :=f x f where the
sum is over all functions f : V  P such that if utv is an edge of G then
f (u){f (v). This generalizes the usual chromatic polynomial of G, and
many interesting properties of XG(x) are developed in [7, 8].
Given a finite partial order (poset) P we use the notation u & v to
indicate that u, v # P are concurrent in P, meaning that u and v are either
incomparable or equal; the incomparability graph Inc(P) of P has vertex-set
P and edges utv whenever u{v and u & v in P. A poset is (3+1)-free if
it does not contain a set of four vertices [a, b, c, x] such that the order
relations among the members of this set are exactly [a<b, b<c, a<c]; it
is convenient to denote such a subposet by x & [a<b<c]. That is, the
poset on the left of Figure 1 is a forbidden induced subposet. Stanley and
Stembridge [9] conjecture that if G is the incomparability graph of a
(3+1)-free poset and XG(x) is expanded in terms of the elementary sym-
metric functions, say XG(x)=* a* e*(x), then a*0 for all partitions * of
*V. This conjecture is still open, but in [3] Gasharov shows that under
this condition on G, if XG(x) is expanded in terms of the Schur symmetric
functions, say XG(x)=* b*s*(x), then b*0 for all partitions * of *V.
Stanley [8] further conjectures that these inequalities should also hold for
all claw-free graphs, i.e., those graphs which do not contain K1, 3 as
an induced subgraph. Consequences of these inequalities are discussed
in [8].
Gasharov’s proof uses the dual JacobiTrudi identity and a sign-revers-
ing involution to interpret b* as the number of ‘‘P-tableau’’ of shape *. To
define this concept, let %=(%1 , ..., %k) be an arbitrary sequence of non-
negative integers, and let the diagram of % be F% :=[(i, j ) # P2 : 1ik
and 1 j%i]; we visualize F% using matrix coordinates. A P-array of
Fig. 1. The forbidden induced subposets 3+1 and B.
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shape % is a function ?: F%  P which satisfies the following row condition;
we write ?ij for the value of ? at (i, j) # F% .
[R] For each 1ik: ?i1<?i2< } } } <?i% i .
For a P-array ? of shape %, we also use the notation sh(?) for the diagram
F% . It is also convenient to consider a P-array of shape % to be a sequence
?=(A1 , ..., Ak) of chains in P with *Ai=%i for 1ik; we will use both
points of view. A P-tableau of shape % is a P-array of shape % which satisfies
the following column condition.
[C] For each (i, j ) # sh(?) with i2: both (i&1, j ) # sh(?) and
?i&1, j~?ij .
Notice that if ? is a P-tableau of shape %, then % is a partition and F% is
its Ferrers diagram. A Young tableau of shape % is a function \: F%  P
such that along each row the entries increase weakly from left to right and
along each column the entries increase strictly from top to bottom. We
may rephrase the main result of [3] as follows.
Theorem 0.1. (Gasharov). Let P be a (3+1)-free poset. There is a bijec-
tion between the set of all finite P-arrays and the set of pairs (?, \) in which
? is a finite P-tableau and \ is a Young tableau such that sh(?)=sh(\). In
this bijection, if the P-array : of shape %=(%1 , ..., %k) corresponds to the pair
(?, \), then *:&1(v)=*?&1(v) for all v # P, and *\&1(i )=%i , for each
1ik.
Unfortunately, being based on a sign-reversing involution, Gasharov’s
proof does not give an explicit algorithm for effecting such a bijection.
In Section 3.7 of [4], Magid presents such an algorithm in the restricted
setting that %=(1, 1, ..., 1), or equivalently that \ is a standard tableau.
However, Tim Chow (private communication, June 1996) has discovered
that Magid’s algorithm is not correct; indeed, for the poset [c<a>d<b]
both input arrays (d, a, c, b) and (d, b, c, a) result in the output pair
(ca, db) and (12, 34). Here we present a very simple algorithm for effecting
such a bijection without restrictions on : or \. However, as an example will
show, an additional restriction on the poset P is necessary: we require that
no induced subposet of P is isomorphic to B, the poset on the right side
of Figure 1. As confronting this configuration has caused us such conster-
nation, we refer to this poset B as the beast. (Interestingly, the incom-
parability graph of the beast has appeared in the literature of perfect
graphs, where it is known as the bull; for example, Reed and Sbihi
[RS]have recently shown that bull-free perfect graphs can be recognized in
polynomial time.) It is our hope, and the rationale for this paper, that a
suitable extension of our algorithm will provide an algorithm valid for all
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(3+1)-free posets. To be most optimistic, perhaps a further generalization
of this approach can lead to progress on Stanley’s conjecture for claw-free
graphs.
1. THE ALGORITHM
Given two chains A and B in a poset P, we let G(A, B) be the graph with
vertex-set V (A, B) :=(A_[0]) _ (B_[1]) and edges (u, 0)t(v, 1) when-
ever u & v in P. If A & B=< then this is isomorphic with Inc(A _ B), but
if u # A & B then (u, 0) and (u, 1) are distinct vertices of G(A, B). We also
define a partial order on V (A, B) by putting (u, i)<(v, j ) if and only if
u<v in P.
Lemma 1.1. Let P be a finite (3+1)-free poset, and let A and B be
chains in P. Each component of G(A, B) is either a cycle of length four or
a path. The components of G(A, B) inherit a total order from P.
Proof. Notice that in G(A, B) each vertex has degree at most two since
P is (3+1)-free; thus, each component of G(A, B) is either a path or a
cycle. If the component X of G(A, B) is a cycle, then there must be ver-
tices w, x, y, z # X such that w<x in A_[0] and y<z in B_[1] and
x & y & w & z. Now x<z contradicts w<x and w & z, while z<x contradicts
y<z and y & x; thus x & z and the component X is a cycle of length four.
Finally, given distinct components X and Y of G(A, B), every x # X is com-
parable with every y # Y. Suppose that x # X and y # Y are such that x<y.
For any x$ # X let x=u0 , u1 , ..., uk=x$ be a path in X from x to x$. Since
u0<y and for each 1ik, ui&1<y and ui&1 & ui imply yui , we con-
clude that x$<y. A similar argument then shows that x$<y$ for all x$ # X
and y$ # Y. K
Given an ordered pair (A, B) of finite chains in a (3+1)-free poset P, let
q: V (A, B)  [0, 1] be the projection onto the second coordinate. A com-
ponent X of G(A, B) is of type M when *(q&1(0) & X )<*(q&1(1) & X ),
of type W when *(q&1(0) & X )>*(q&1(1) & X ), and of type N when
*(q&1(0) & X )=*(q&1(1) & X ). (This choice of terminology serves as a
pictorial mnemonic; for example, a component of type M is a path with
both ends in q&1(1).) List the components X1< } } } <Xk from left to right,
and record their types in sequence. Think of the W-components as left
parentheses, and the M-components as right parentheses; there is a unique
pairing of some of these components according to the usual rules for pair-
ing parentheses. We also consider each N-component to be paired with
itself. The unpaired components are all of type M or W, and all the
unpaired M-components are to the left of all the unpaired W-components.
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Now the insertion algorithm is very easily defined. We insert a finite
input chain C into a finite row chain A, resulting in a new row chain A$
and an output chain C1 ; we indicate this operation by the notation
(C, A) O (A$, C1). To define it, let p: V (C, A)  P be projection onto the
first coordinate, and let q~ : V (C, A)  [0, 1] be the function
q~ (u, i ) :={1&ii
if (u, i ) is in an unpaired M-component of G(C, A),
otherwise.
Then A$ :=p b q~ &1(0) and C1 :=p b q~ &1(1). Intuitively, (A$, C1) is obtained
from (C, A) by ‘‘flipping’’ all the unpaired M-components of G(C, A). It is
clear that both A$ and C1 are finite chains in P.
For example, define a partial order O on the set Z of integers by putting
xOy if and only if x+1<y; then (Z, O ) is a (3+1)-free and beast-free
poset. With input chain C :=[2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 23] and row
chain A :=[1, 3, 5, 8, 14, 17, 19, 21, 24] the components of G(C, A) are
of types M, W, W, W, M, N and the result of (C, A) O (A$, C1) is A$=
[1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 23] and C1=[2, 4, 8, 14, 17, 19, 21, 24].
Now if ? :=(A1 , ..., An) is a P-array and C0 is a chain, the insertion of
C0 into ? is ?$ :=(A$1 , ..., A$n , A$n+1), defined by iterating the above row-
insertion: (C0 , A1) O (A$1 , C1), then (C1 , A2) O (A$2 , C2), and so on until
(Cn&1 , An) O (A$n , Cn). We let A$n+1 :=Cn , and include it in ?$ only if
A$n+1{<. It is clear that sh(?)sh(?$), and we verify in Section 2 that
if ? is a P-tableau then ?$ is a P-tableau. The generalized Robinson
Schensted algorithm can now be defined as follows. Let : be any P-array
and let A1 , ..., An be the rows of :. Initialize ?0 :=< and \0 :=<, and for
1kn let ?k be the P-array obtained by inserting Ak into ?k&1 as above.
Then \k : sh(?k)  P is defined by \k | sh(? k&1) :=\k&1 and \k(i, j ) :=k if
(i, j )  sh(?k&1). The bijection is defined by : [ (?n , \n).
The example in Figure 2 illustrates this bijection for a poset which is
both (3+1)-free and B-free. That the beast B must be excluded for this
algorithm to be correct is apparent from the example in Figure 3.
To define the inverse bijection we first describe the deletion algorithm.
This takes as input an ordered pair (A, C ) of finite chains and a non-
negative integer m. These must be such that (A, C ) is a P-tableau and m
is at most the number of unpaired W-components of G(A, C ). Let the
unpaired W-components of G(A, C ) be X1< } } } <Xw , and define a func-
tion q^: V (A, C )  [0, 1] by
q^(u, i ) :={1&ii
if (u, i ) is in Xj for some 1 j m,
otherwise.
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Fig. 2. The bijection : [ (?, \).
With p: V (A, C )  P the projection onto the first coordinate, we let
C% :=p b q^&1(0) and A% :=p b q^&1(1), and denote this relation by
(A, C ) wm (C%, A%).
Intuitively, (C%, A%) is obtained from (A, C ) by ‘‘flipping’’ the m leftmost
unpaired W-components of G(A, C). It is clear that both C% and A% are
finite chains in P.
Given a P-tableau ?=(A1 , ..., An) and a Young tableau \ such that
sh(?)=sh(\)=F; , let k :=max[\ij : (i, j ) # sh(\)], and define %=(%1 , ..., %n)
by %i :=*[ j # P: (i, j) # sh(\) and \ijk&1] for 1in. Let mn=%n and
ln :=;n&mn and for i from n&1 down to 1 define mi :=%i&li+1 and
li :=;i&mi . We claim that the following sequence of deletions is well-
defined:
(An , <) ww
mn (Cn&1 , A%n),
(An&1, Cn&1) ww
mn&1 (Cn&2 , A%n&1),..., (A1 , C1) ww
m1 (C0 , A%1).
Furthermore, we claim that ?% :=(A%1 , ..., A%n) is a P-tableau of shape %, and
that the result of inserting C0 into ?% is ?. The inverse bijection to the
generalized RobinsonSchensted algorithm can now be defined recursively:
if (B1 , ..., Bk&1) is the P-array obtained from (?%, \ |F % ) then the P-array
obtained from (?, \) is defined to be (B1 , ..., Bk&1 , C0). (It is instructive to
apply this algorithm to the example in Figure 2.)
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Fig. 3. ? is not a B-tableau.
2. PROOF OF CORRECTNESS
We must introduce a few more definitions before proving correctness
of our algorithms. Let A and B be finite chains in a (3+1)-free poset P.
A subsequence S of consecutive components Xi< } } } <Xi+j of G(A, B)
such that each component in S is paired with another component in S
will be called closed. A nonempty closed subsequence B of components will
be called a block if whenever D=ABC is a closed subsequence containing
B then both A and C are closed as well. If B is a block which is minimal
with respect to inclusion then B is a pushing block. For example, if the
components of G(A, B) are of the following types then the pushing blocks
are indicated by the underlines.
N M W N M W M M W N W M M W
If B is a pushing block of (A, B) then we may index the vertices of G(A, B)
which belong to components in B by x1 , ..., xm , y1 , ..., ym such that
x1< } } } <xm and y1< } } } <ym , each xi has second coordinate equal to 0,
and each yi has second coordinate equal to 1. We say that xi displaces yi
for 1im, and denote this relation by xi ~ yi . Notice that if x ~ y then
x~y. For chains A and B in P and vertices x # A and y # B we will hence-
forth write x ~ y in (A, B) rather than (x, 0) ~ ( y, 1); no confusion should
result.
The P-array (A, B) fails to be a P-tableau if and only if it violates the
column condition [C]. We say that (a, b) is a bad pair in (A, B) if a # A
and b # B are in the same column of (A, B) and a>b. The following condi-
tions on (A, B) are equivalent: (A, B) is a P-tableau; (A, B) has no bad
pairs; G(A, B) has no unpaired M-components.
As the tableaux ?k in the generalized RobinsonSchensted algorithm
grow we must consider the insertion of elements into the ‘‘empty cells’’ of
P2"sh(?k). To do this it is convenient to extend P to an infinite poset
P :=P[1 , 2 , ...] in which  is the ordinal sum of posets and
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1<2< } } } . We then extend a P-array ?: F%  P to an infinite P-
array ? : P2  P by defining ? |F % :=? and ?

ij :=j for all
(i, j) # P2"F% . We also define sh(?) :=[(i, j ) # P2 : ?ij # P]. A chain
x1<x2< } } } in P will be called stable if for each j1 either xj # P or
xj=j . A P-array ?: P2  P will be called stable if sh(?) is finite
and each row of ? is a stable chain. The function ? [ ? in fact gives a
bijection between finite P-arrays and stable P-arrays. It is clear that ? is
a P-tableau if and only if ? is a P-tableau.
Lemma 1.1 is valid for infinite chains in P and thus we can extend the
definition of the insertion algorithm (C, A) O (A$, C1) to the case in which
A is infinite and C is finite, in which case we see that G(C, A) has no
unpaired W-components, and that C1 is finite. It is also clear that if C is
finite and A is stable, then A$ is stable. The generalized Robinson
Schensted algorithm is defined as in Section 1 by iterating this insertion
algorithm.
A benefit of this ‘‘infinitization’’ is that the deletion algorithm may be
more simply described. Given a P-tableau (A, C ) with A infinite and C
finite, we let
(A, C ) w (C%, A%)
denote the relation obtained by ‘‘flipping’’ all the unpaired W-components
of G(A, C ); formally, we let p: V (A, C )  P be projection onto the first
coordinate and define q : V (A, C )  [0, 1] by
q (u, i) :={1&ii
if (u, i ) is in some unpaired W-component,
otherwise,
and put C% :=p b q &1(0) and A% :=p b q &1(1). In general, C% is finite but
A% need not be stable even when A is. (In the cases in which we apply this
construction, we will prove that A% is in fact stable.) It is easily checked
that if C is finite and A is infinite, then
(C, A) O (A$, C1) and (A$, C1) w
 (A$%, C%1)
result in A$%=A and C%1=C. Just as clearly, one sees that if (A, C ) is a
P-tableau and (A, C ) w (C%, A%) and (C%, A%) O (A%$, C%1), then
A%$=A and C%1=C.
The inverse to the generalized RobinsonSchensted algorithm is defined
by iterating the following procedure for deleting a chain from (?, \). Let
?=(A1 , ..., An) be a stable P-tableau and let \ be a Young tableau
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with sh(?)=sh(\). Let k :=max[\ij : (i, j) # sh(\)], and let \&1(k)=
[(i1 , j1), ..., (ir , jr)] with j1< } } } <jr . Let Cn :=[j1< } } } <jr] and
perform the deletions:
(An , Cn) w
 (Cn&1 , A%n), (An&1 , Cn&1) w
 (Cn&2 , A%n&1 ), ...,
(A1 , C1) w
 (C0 , A%1 ).
We claim that this is well-defined, that ?%=(A%1 , ..., A%n ) is a stable P-
tableau and C0 is a chain in P, and that the result of inserting C0 into ?%
is ?. (The next iteration of this procedure is applied to ?% and \% :=\ |S
where S :=[(i, j ) # P2 : \ijk&1].)
From the foregoing remarks it is not difficult to see that the algorithms
as described in this section are mutually inverse bijections, provided that
the given descriptions do lead to well-defined functions. The key points are
that the iterated insertions do produce a function : [ (?, \) in which ? is
a stable P-tableau and \ is a Young tableau, that the deletions may be
performed iteratively, and that after deleting a row C0 from ? and \ the
remaining ?% and \% are still of the required form. Proofs of these claims
are accomplished by the following four lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a finite (3+1)-free and B-free poset, and let C, A, B
be chains in P with C finite and (A, B) a stable P-tableau. Let (C, A) O
(A$, C1) and (C1 , B) O (B$, C2). Then (A$, B$) is a stable P-tableau.
Proof. We have already remarked that (A$, B$) is stable if (A, B) is.
Suppose that (A$, B$) is not a P-tableau, and let x # A$ and y # B$ with
x>y be the leftmost bad pair of (A$, B$). We divide the proof into three
cases, depending on the location of y before the first insertion
(C, A) O (A$, C1): y begins either in A, in B, or in C.
Case (a). y was originally in A. Then there is a displacement c ~ y in
(C, A) for some c # C, and also a displacement y ~ b in (C1 , B) for some
b # B. Since y<x and (A$, C1) has no bad pairs, y # C1 is strictly to the left
of x # A$.
A$ x
C1 y
B b
Now c # A$ is in the same column as y # A, and since (A, B) had no bad
pairs, the b1 # B in the same column as c # A$ is such that y~b1 . Since
y # B$ we deduce that b1  B$, and thus is in a pushing block of (C1 , B). So
there is a y1 # C1 such that y1 ~ b1 in (C1 , B); if y1 was originally in A then
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there is a displacement c1 ~ y1 in (C, A), and we may repeat this argument
until yn ~ bn in (C1 , B) is such that yn # C1 was originally in C; then
yn&1 # A and bn # B are in the same column. (We must arrive at such an
element, since there is more room in B than in A.)
C yn cn&1 c1 c
A yn&1 } } } y2 y1 y
B bn b2 b1 b
We have yn<yn&1 in C1 because they displace bn<bn&1 in B, respectively.
Since cn&1 ~ yn&1 in (C, A) is in a pushing block, and yn<yn&1 and yn is in
an unpaired M-component of G(C, A), we have yn<cn&1 as well. Since
cn&1 ~ yn&1 in (C, A) and yn ~ bn in (C1 , B) this produces a bad pair cn&1>
yn in (A$, B$) to the left of x>y, a contradiction. Thus case (a) does not arise.
Case (b). y=b was originally in B. Since (A, B) has no bad pairs we
see that x was originally in C, so that x displaces some a # A, x>b, and
b is in some unpaired M-component of G(C1 , B). Now a~b since (A, B)
has no bad pairs, and a<b<x contradicts the fact that x ~ a in (C, A),
so a & b. Thus a is in the same unpaired M-component of G(C1 , B) as is b.
Now a>x>b contradicts a & b, but x~a since x ~ a in (C, A), so a & x.
C x
A a a1
B b0 b b1
If there is a b0<b in B then a & [b0<b<x] is forbidden, so b0<a. Thus,
the unpaired M-component of G(C1 , B) which contains a & b continues to
the right: there is a b1>b in B with a & b1 , and hence an a1>a in A in the
same column as b1 . Since a1~b1 is not a bad pair in (A, B), and
a<a1<b1 contradicts a & b1 , we have a1 & b1 . Since a & b, a & x, a & b1 ,
b<x, and b<b1 we must have x & b1 , since P is (3+1)-free. If x<a1 then
we have discovered a beast [a<a1>x>b<b1] in P, a contradiction, so
a1 ~x. Since a<a1<x contradicts a & x we see that a1 & x; it follows that
a1 is in the same pushing block of (C, A) as x ~ a, so let x1 # C be such
that x1 ~ a1 in (C, A). Notice that x1<a contradicts b<x<x1 and a & b,
and that since a & [b<x<x1] is forbidden, we have a<x1 . Also, since a1
is in the same unpaired M-component of G(C1 , B) as a, there exist b2 # B
and a2 # A with b1<b2 , a1<a2 , and a1 & b2 & a2 .
C x x1
A a a1 a2
B b b1 b2
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Now, if b1<x1 then (x1 , a1 , b1) satisfy exactly the same relations as
(x, a, b) do, so the above argument may be repeated. We have a1 & b1 ,
a & x1 , a & b2 , b1<x1 , and b1<b2 , so that x1 & b2 . Thus, if x1<a2 then the
set [a1<a2>x1>b1<b2] forms a beast in P. Therefore x1 & a2 and we
find (x2 , a2 , b2) continuing the pattern. This cannot continue indefinitely,
so we eventually arrive at a subset as in the above diagram for which
b1 x1 . Since a<x1<b1 contradicts a & b1 we must have b1 & x1 . But now
[a<x1>x>b<b1] is a beast in P, and so case (b) does not arise.
Case (c). y was originally in C. Again y # C1 displaces some b # B, but
now there are a"<a$ in A such that a" & y & a$ and these are part of an
unpaired M-component of G(C, A). Thus a", a$ # A$ and since y<x we
have a$<x as well. There are elements b", b$ # B directly below a" and a$,
respectively.
A$ a" a$ x
C1 y" y$ y
B b" b$ b
Suppose that b" and b$ are in B$. Then b"<b$<y in B$ and a" & y, so we
must have a">b" since P is (3+1)-free. But this a">b" would be a bad
pair in (A, B), a contradiction. Thus we either have a displacement y" ~ b"
or y$ ~ b$ in (C1 , B) with y" or y$ in C1 . In either case we have y"<y or
y$<y since they displace b"<b or b$<b, respectively. But since a" & y & a$
is part of an unpaired W-component of G(A$, C1), we deduce that y"<a"
or y$<a$. However, either case leads to a bad pair in (A$, B$) to the left of
x>b. Therefore case (c) does not arise, and we are done. K
Lemma 2.2. Let P be a finite (3+1)-free and B-free poset, and let
C, A, B be chains in P with C finite and (A, B) a stable P-tableau. Let
(C, A) O (A$, C1) and (C1 , B) O (B$, C2). Then *(P & B$)*(P & A).
Proof. Consider x # P & B$. If x was originally in B then it is in an
unpaired M-component of G(C1 , B), and hence is in the same column of
B$ as the one it occupied in B. Since (A, B) has no bad pairs the element
of A in the same column as x # B is also in P. Thus x # P & B$ is weakly to
the left of an element of P & A. Assume, then, that x was originally in C1 .
Case (a). x # C1 was originally in P & A. Suppose that x ~ b in
(C1 , B), where b # B is in a column strictly right of the column containing
x # A. There is a c ~ x in (C, A), and also a b1 # B in the same column as
x # A. Now x~b1 is not a bad pair in (A, B). Since B$ is a chain and x # B$,
b1 must be displaced out of B by some x1 ~ b1 in (C1 , B) with x1<x in
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C1 . Now if this x1 was originally in A then this argument repeats: there is
c1 ~ x1 in (C, A) and b2 # B in the same column as x1 # A, and so on.
C xn cn&1 c1 c
A xn&1 } } } x2 x1 x
B bn b2 b1 b
Since there is less room in A than in B for this sequence, eventually we find
a cn&1 ~ xn&1 in (C, A) with bn # B in the same column as xn&1 ,
and xn ~ bn in (C1 , B) with xn originally in C. Since xn is in an unpaired
M-component of G(C, A) and cn&1 ~ xn&1 is in a pushing block of (C, A)
and xn<xn&1 , we have xn<cn&1. But now this produces a bad pair in
(A$, B$), contradicting Lemma 2.1. Thus x ~ b in (C1 , B) where b # B is in
a column weakly to the left of the column containing x # A.
Case (c) x # C1 was originally in P & C; thus x is in an unpaired
M-component of G(C, A), and we have a & x & a$ with a<a$ in P & A.
Suppose that x ~ b in (C1 , B) where b is in a column of B strictly to the
right of the column of A containing a$. Since (A$, B$) has no bad pairs, by
Lemma 2.1, the y # A$ in the same column as x # B$ has y~x, and so
y # P & A$.
A$ a a$ y
C1 x
B b
If y was originally in A then a$<y and therefore x<y as well, a contradic-
tion. But if y was originally in C then y is in a pushing block of (C, A) to
the right of the unpaired M-component of G(C, A) containing x; thus
x<y, again a contradiction. Thus x ~ b in (C1 , B) where b # B is in a
column weakly to the left of the column containing a$ # P & A.
In both cases (a) and (c), x ~ b in (C1 , B) inserts x into a column of B$
which is weakly to the left of a column containing an element of P & A.
Together with the first case this shows that every element of P & B$ is
weakly to the left of an element of P & A, and therefore *(P & B$)
*(P & A). K
Lemma 2.3. Let P be a finite (3+1)-free poset, and let A, B, C be chains
in P with C finite, A and B infinite, and (A, B, C ) a P-tableau. If
(B, C ) w (C%, B%)
then (A, C%) is a P-tableau.
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Proof. Suppose not, and let x>y be a bad pair in (A, C%). There are
two cases.
Case (b). y was originally in B, and hence in a paired component of
G(B, C). Since (C%, B%) is obtained from (B, C ) by flipping unpaired
W-components of G(B, C ), y # C% is in a column weakly to the left of the
column containing y # B. There is an x$ # A in the same column as y # B,
and thus y<xx$ leads to a bad pair in (A, B), contradicting our
hypothesis that (A, B) is a P-tableau. Thus case (b) does not arise.
Case (c). y was originally in C, and hence in an unpaired W-compo-
nent of G(B, C ). Since (C%, B%) is obtained from (B, C ) by flipping
unpaired W-components of G(B, C), y # C% is in the same column as y # C.
There is a b # B in this column, and b~y since (B, C) is a P-tableau. But
by is impossible, since y<x would then imply that x>b is a bad pair
in (A, B), a contradiction. Thus b & y and b{y. Since y (and hence b) are
in an unpaired W-component of G(B, C ), and (B, C ) has no unpaired
M-components, the b$ # B immediately to the right of b # B is such that
b$ & y.
A x x$
B b b$
C y
Now x~b since (A, B) has no bad pairs, so x b$. But y<xb con-
tradicts y & b, so x & b; also y<xb$ contradicts y & b$, so x & b$. There
is an x$ # A in the same column as b$ # B. Now x$~b$ since (A, B) is a
P-tableau, and x<x$b$ contradicts x & b$, so x$ & b$. But now y<x<x$
are all incomparable with b$, contradicting the hypothesis that P is (3+1)-
free. Thus case (c) does not arise. K
Lemma 2.4. Let P be a finite (3+1)-free and B-free poset, and let
A, B, C be chains in P with C finite, A and B infinite, and (A, B, C ) a
P-tableau. If
(B, C ) w (C%, B%) and (A, C%) w (C%%, A%)
then (A%, B%) is a P-tableau.
Proof. Suppose not, and let x>y be the leftmost bad pair in (A%, B%).
We divide the proof into three cases depending on the original location
of x.
Case (a) x # A% was originally in A, and so y # B% was originally in C
(since (A, B) has no bad pairs). Thus there is a b # B such that b ~ y in
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(B, C ); since G(B, C ) has no unpaired M-components y # C is weakly left
of b # B, and also y # C is in the same column as b # C% and b # B is in the
same column as y # B% (which is the same column as x # A). Now bx
since (A, B) has no bad pairs, and yb since b ~ y in (B, C ). Since x>y
we can have neither bx nor by, and so b & x and b{x and b & y and
b{y. Now x is in an unpaired W-component of (A, C%), and this compo-
nent must also contain b # C%. Thus there is an a # A with a{x and b & a.
Since b & [ y<x<a] contradicts (3+1)-freeness of P, we see that a<x is
in the column immediately left of x, and so there is some y$<y in B% in
the same column as a # A. Also, since G(A, C%) has no unpaired M-com-
ponents, b # C% is weakly left of a # A, hence strictly left of y # B%. Since
a<x and y<x and b & [a, y, x] we must have a & y.
A a x
C% b
B% y$ y
If a>y$ then this would be a bad pair in (A%, B%) further to the left than
x>y, which is a contradiction, so a~y$. But a y$<y contradicts a & y,
so a & y$ and a{y$. Also, b y$<y contradicts b & y, and b & [ y$< y<x]
is forbidden, so b>y$. But now [b> y$< y<x>a] is a beast, so case (a)
does not arise.
Cases (b) and (c). First, if x was originally in B then x ~ c in (B, C )
for some c # C, so x ~ c in (C%, B%) as well. Since G(B, C ) has no unpaired
M-components, c # C is weakly left of x # B, x # C% is in the same column
as c # C, and c # B% is in the same column as x # B. Now a ~ x in (A, C%)
for some a # A weakly right of x # C%. This a # A is in the same column as
y # B%. If this column is weakly right of c # B% then x>yc contradicts
x ~ c in (C%, B%), so a # A is strictly left of c # B%.
A a
C% x
B% y c
So, if x was originally in B then we have found elements satisfying the
following statement, B(a, x, c): a ~ x in (A, C%) and x ~ c in (C%, B%)
with a # A strictly to the left of c # B%.
Now suppose that x was originally in C, so that b & x & b$ with b<b$ in
B as part of an unpaired W-component of G(B, C ). Then a ~ x in (A, C%)
with a # A in the same column as y # B%. If this column is weakly right of
b # B% then x>yb contradicts x & b, and so a # A is strictly left of b # B%.
Thus we find elements satisfying the following statement, C(a, x, b, b$):
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a ~ x in (A, C%) and b<b$ in B% and b & x & b$ is part of an unpaired
M-component of G(C%, B%) with a # A strictly to the left of b # B%.
To complete the proof we show that if either B(a, x, t) or C(a, x, t, u)
then there exists a1 # A, x1 # C%, t1 # B%, and u1 # B% such that x<x1 and
either B(a1 , x1 , t1) or C(a1 , x1 , t1 , u1). Since C% is finite this results in the
desired contradiction.
So assume first that B(a, x, t). Let a1 # A be in the same column as
t # B%. Since (A, B) has no bad pairs and x # B is in the same column as
a1 # A we have xa1 . Thus, since x # A% there must be a displacement
a1 ~ x1 in (A, C%) with x<x1 in C%. Next, assume that C(a, x, t, u). Let
a$ # A be in the same column as t # B% and let a" # A be in the same column
as u # B%. If both a$ # A% and a" # A% then x<a$<a" and x & u imply that
u<a" since P is (3+1)-free. But since a" # A and u # B this would be a bad
pair in (A, B), a contradiction, so either a$  A% or a"  A%. If a$  A% then
let a1 :=a$, and otherwise let a1 :=a"; hence there is a displacement
a1 ~ x1 in (A, C%) with x<x1 . We have now found a1 and x1 in either
case. Finally, if x1 # C% is in a pushing block of (C%, B%) then x1 ~ t1 for
some t1 # B%, and one checks that B(a1 , x1 , t1). Otherwise x1 # C% is in an
unpaired M-component of G(C%, B%) with t1 & x1 & u1 and t1<u1 in B%. If
B(a, x, t) then t # B% is in a pushing block of G(C%, B%), so t<t1 in B% and
it follows that C(a1 , x1 , t1 , u1). Similarly, if C(a, x, t, u) and either a1=a$,
or a1=a" and u<t1 , then C(a1 , x1 , t1 , u1). In the remaining case,
C(a, x, t, u) and a1=a" and u=t1 , we find that x & u & x1 and x<a$<x1
in A%, implying that u & [x<a$<x1] and contradicting (3+1)-freeness of
P; hence this case does not arise, and the proof is complete. K
Theorem 2.5. Let P be a (3+1)-free and B-free poset. The algorithms
presented in Section 1 provide a bijection as described in Theorem 0.1.
Proof. We prove the statement under the additional hypothesis that P
is finite; a standard compactness argument reduces the proof to this case.
Also, we work with stable P-arrays in the proof; this corresponds to the
case of finite P-arrays as discussed above.
Since the column condition involves only adjacent rows of a P-array,
it follows from Lemma 2.1 that if a finite chain C is inserted into a stable
P-tableau ?, then the resulting P-array ?$ is also a stable P-tableau.
From Lemma 2.2 it follows that under these conditions sh(?$)"sh(?)
has at most one cell in each column. Consequently, the generalized
RobinsonSchensted algorithm : [ (?, \) does take a finite P-array : to
a pair in which ? is a stable P-tableau and \ is a Young tableau with
sh(?)=sh(\).
Conversely, Lemma 2.3 implies that the algorithm for deleting a chain
C0 from a stable P-tableau ? is well-defined, since the individual deletions
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in the iteration may be performed in sequence. Again, since the column
condition involves only adjacent rows of a P-array, Lemma 2.4 implies
that the P-array ?% remaining after C0 has been deleted from ? is actually
a P-tableau.
It remains to show that ?% is stable and that C0 is a chain in P. Certainly
sh(?%) is finite, since it is contained in sh(?). To see that each row of ?%
is stable, let us recall the notation of the deletion algorithm: ?=(A1 , ..., An)
is a stable P-tableau and \ is a Young tableau with sh(?)=sh(\)=F% for
some partition % :=(%1, ..., %n); also, k :=max[\ij : (i, j ) # sh(\)] and \&1(k)=
[(i1 , j1), ..., (ir , jr)] with j1< } } } <jr . We let Cn :=[j 1< } } } <jr] and
perform the deletions:
(An , Cn) w
 (Cn&1 , A%n), (An&1 , Cn&1) w
 (Cn&2 , A%n&1), ...,
(A1 , C1) w
 (C0 , A%1).
For 1in let li :=*[(it , jt) # \&1(k): it=i]. One then checks, using the
definition of the deletion algorithm and induction on i from n down to 1,
the following claims for each 1in: (i) the first li elements of Ci"P are
%i&l i+1 , % i&l i+2 , ..., % i ; (ii) the chain Ai% is stable; (iii) *(P & Ci&1)=
li+li+1+ } } } +ln . Property (i) is used in the induction step for (ii);
property (ii) shows that ?% is stable, and by (iii) we have *(P & C0)=
l1+ } } } +ln=*\&1(k)=*C0 , so that C0P.
Thus both the generalized RobinsonSchensted algorithm : [ (?, \) and
the deletion algorithm (?, \) [ : give well-defined functions as claimed.
That these are mutually inverse bijections as in Theorem 0.1 is easily proved
by iterative application of the fact that the operation (C, A) O (A$, C1) is a
bijection from the set of P-arrays (C, A) with C finite and A stable to the
set of P-tableaux (A, C ) with A stable and C finite; the inverse bijection
is
(A, C ) w (C%, A%). K
If the (3+1)-free poset P contains a beast B then our algorithm may fail
even in the case of standard input (a P-array with all rows of length 1), as
the input ( y, c, a, x, b) for the poset in Figure 3 illustrates. Computations
show that the only P-tableau not produced by our algorithm from
standard input for this poset is ?=( yc, ax, b). Thus, an extension of our
algorithm to all (3+1)-free posets requires some consistent rule for a
‘‘double jump’’ such as b should make over the P-tableau ( yc, ax) in this
example.
The description of our algorithm is an adaptation of the original tableau-
based ideas of Schensted [6]. Other combinatorial models for (generaliza-
tions of) RobinsonSchensted correspondences have been developed by
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Fomin [1, 2] and Viennot [10]; perhaps from one of these other view-
points it will be more clear how to extend our algorithm to the general
case.
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